
 

 

 
 

MOBILE UTILITY DISH CART 
- STAINLESS STEEL      - RAISED WORK HEIGHT 

- HEAVY DUTY       - HEATED 

- SINGLE COMPARTMENT     - ENCLOSED 

 

Model Series: CUDCR-H-S 
 

APPLICATION:  
-Storage of all shapes and sizes of dishware 

-Transportation between dish-room and service points 
 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
-Stainless steel; Type 304 

-“Heliarc” and spot-welded construction 

-Ergonomic raised working height to eliminate bending 

-Solid stainless steel on all sides except front 

-Dish compartment mounted on heavy gauge tubular frame assembly 

-Tilted dish compartment for safe transportation 

-Unit made with provision to add optional adjustable dish dividers 

-Dividers adjustable at 1 ¼” centres (dividers not included) 

-Integral style push handle each end 

-Stainless steel removable hinged flip lids with handles  

 and hold down catches  

-Variable heat setting thermostat with on/off & cycle pilot light indicators 

-Approved power supply cord with 3 prong end cap 
-Wrap-around bumper with internal stainless steel core for 

 strength and durability  

-4 > 5” swivel, non-marking casters with 4 side brakes 
 

OPTIONAL FEATURES: 
-VH - Ergonomic style push handles 

-PH - Extended push handle (adds 2½” [64mm] to length per handle)  

-CB - Corner bumpers 

-DB - Donut bumpers 

-AD - Adjustable dish dividers 
 

ELECTRICAL DATA: 

-120V, 60Hz, 1 Phase  

-NEMA 5-15 End Cap 

-Wattage varies by model 
 

MODEL 

OVERALL DIM. STORAGE DIM. APPROX. CAPACITY 
SHIPPING WEIGHT 

APP DEPTH LENGTH DEPTH LENGTH 
5" DIA. 
PLATE 

6" DIA. 
PLATE 

7" DIA. 
PLATE 

9.5" DIA. 
PLATE 

CUDCR-H-S-1027 
17.75" - 
451mm 

31" - 
787mm 

10.25" - 
260mm 

27" - 
686mm 

160 120 120 80 95lb - 43kg 

CUDCR-H-S-1036 
17.75" - 
451mm 

40" - 
1016mm 

10.25" - 
260mm 

36" - 
914mm 

320 200 160 120 110lb - 50kg 

Above dimensions include bumper and integral style handle. 

Storage height is 19”. Contact factory for overall unit height. 

Changes available to suit customer’s requirements 
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